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Abstract
In this paper we address the emerging problem of evaluating continuous range queries over collections of
moving objects. Such queries form the basis for a large class of interesting queries e.g., moniroring a
region of space to determine which objects (people, vehicles, etc.) enter or leave, and ensuring that the
number of policemen in a stadium does nol drop below some threshold during a ball game. We present an
elegant in-memory algorithm for very fast computation of solutions to the problem of computing both the
object-to-query and query~to-object mappings conlinuously as the objects move. OUf techniques are able
to efficiemly handle changes to the set of queries as well continuously evolving queries such as would be
encountered when the query region follows a path through space.
In order for the solution to be effective it is necessary to repeatedly compute the mappings between large
numbers of objects and queries in a very short amount of lime. To achieve these goals our algorithm uses
a novel in-memory hash·like data structure, which we call the CELL-Index. The CELL-Index is very
effective, e.g. given a set of 250K uniformly distributed objects and 25K unifonnly distributed continuous
range queries the algorithm is able to compute point-to-query mapping in 0.347 sec and both mappings in
0.749 sec on a Pill IGHz machine with 2GB of memory. To funher improve performance, we propose
the use of a space-filling curve to order the objects. We use the z·ordering to ensure thar objects that are
close to each other in 2D space are processed together. We call this the Z-Sort oplimization. With Z-Sort
the above execution times are reduced to 0.24 sec and 0.437 sec respectively. For larger datasets we show
that Z-Sort can improve performance by as much as a factor of 2 or 3. The algorithm is able to compute
point-to-query mapping for as many as 1,000,000 objects and 100,000 queries, both with skewcd
distributions.
Object indexing techniques that require continuous updates to the index as objects move cannot yield
these levels of performance. We present extensive experimental results that demonstrate that the CELL·
Index and Z-Sort techniques are extremely fast and scalable for continuously evaluating range queries
over moving objects.

1 Introduction
In this paper we address the emerging problem of evaluating continuous range queries over collections of

moving objects. Such queries fonn lhe basis for a large class of interesting queries e.g., monitoring a
region of space to determine which objects (people, vehicles, etc.) enter or leave, or ensuring that the
number of policemen in a stadium does not drop below some threshold during a ball game. Such
environments are characterized by a set of queries that are repeatedly evaluated over a large set of data
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points thal are constantly changing (e.g. moving objects). While the focus of our work is on moving
object environments, the techniques presented here can easily be applied in a more general sening. For
example. to continuously compute an E-join between a set of relatively fixed points and another set of
points that may move arbitrarily. Such continuous queries over ever-ehanging data are also importanl for
many applications that handle streaming data from sensors and wireless location-based services in L·
commerce [7](16)[18][191[30]. Towards this goal of wider applicability of our techniques, we make no
assumptions about the nature of the movement of objects. Furthennore. while applications may generally
require a point-tD-query mapping Dnly, we generate both point-tD-query and query-to-point mappings.
Depending upon the application, different subsequent processing can be applied tD the resulting mapping.

Current efforts at evaluating queries over mDving objects have focused on the development Df disk-based
indexes. The problem of scalable, real-time executiDn of continuous queries is not well suited for diskbased indexing for the fDllDwing reasons: (i) the need to update the index as objects mDve; (ii) need tD reevaluate all queries when any Dbject moves; and (iii) achieving very shon execution times fDr large
numbers of moving objects and queries. These factors, combined with the drastically dropping main
memory CDsts (lGB as one DIMM currently costs $164 -- it cost $200 just a couple of months ago) makes
main memory evaluation highly atlractive. The growing importance of main memory based algorithms
has been underscDred by the Asilomar report [6] which projects that within lO years main memory sizes
will be in the range of terabytes. Recent research efforts have also been focusing on main memory issues.
For example, the reorganization of disk-based index structures such as B+-Trees and multi-dimensional
indexes tD improve cache performance in main memDry have been developed in [23] and [14]
respectively.

In order for the solution tD be effective it is necessary to compute the mappings between large numbers Df

objects and qucries in a very shon amount of time. While multidimensional indexes tailDred for main
memory as propDsed in [14] wDuld perfDrm better than disk-orieOled structures. the use of an index Dn the
moving objects suffers from the need for constant updating

m, the objects move resulting

in degraded

performance. To aVDid this need for constant updaling of (he index structure and to improve the
processing of continuous queries, we propose a very different approach. We presenl an elegant
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memory algorithm for very fast computation of solutions to the prDblem of cDmputing both the object-toquery and query-lD-object mappings continuously as the Dbjects move.

OUf

algorithm uses a novel in-memDry hash-like data structure for indexing queries, which we call the

CELL-Index. The CELL-Index is very effective, e.g. given a set of 250K unifonnly distributed objects
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and 25K uniformly distributed continuous range queries the algorithm is able to compute the point-roquery mapping in 0.347 sec and both mappings in 0.749 sec on a Pill lGHz machine with 2GB of
memory. The maximum amount of memory used for the data structures was 391MB (with highly skewed
data and queries). To further improve performance, we propose the use of a space-filling curve to order
the objects. This ordering of objects achieves higher cache hit rates. We call1his the

Z~Sort

optimization.

With Z-Sort the above execution times are reduced to 0.24 sec and 0.437 sec respectively. For larger
datasets we show that Z-Sort can improve performance by as much as a factor of 2 or 3. Object indexing
techniques that require cODlinuous updates to the index as objects move cannot yield these levels of
performance. Our algorithm is able to compute point-to-query mapping for as many as 1,000,000 objects
and 100,000 queries. bOlh with skewed distributions.

Continuous queries remain in effect over a period of time, and thus they do not change as rapidly as the
movement of the objects over which they are evaluated. We expect that the set of queries does not change
very frequently. Certain types of continuous queries may change as rapidly as the objects. For example,
navigation queries where the spatial region of the query follows a moving object. Our techniques are able
to efficiently handle changes to the set of queries as well continuously evolving navigation queries. We
present extensive experimental results that demonstrate that the CELL-Index and Z-Sort techniques are
extremely fast and scalable for continuously evaluating range queries over moving objects.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we present related work, Seclion 3
describes the CELL-Index and the evaluation of continuous queries. Section 4 presents the Z-Sort
optimization, Section 5 describes how navigation queries can be efficiently handled. Section 6 presents
the experimental results and Section 7 concludes the paper.

2

Related work

The growing importance of moving object environments is reflected in the recent body of work
addressing issues such as indexing, uncertainty management. broadcasting, and models for spatiatemporal data. Optimization of disk-based index structures has been explored recently for B+-trees [23]
and multidimensional indexes [14]. Both studies investigate the redesign of the nodes in order to improve
cache performance. Neither study addresses the problem of executing conlinuous queries or the constant
movement of objccts (changes to data). The goal of our technique is to efficiently and continuously regenerate the mapping between moving objects and queries. The technique makes no assumptions about
the future positions of objects. It is also not necessary for objects to move according to well-behaved
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patterns as

In

{25]. Due to the characteristics of the problem it is ideally suited for main memory

execution. To the best of our knowledge no existing work addresses the main memory execution of
multiple concurrent queries on moving objects as proposed in lhe following sections.

Indexing techniques for moving objects are being proposed in the literature, e.g., [4], [17]index the
histories, or trajecrories, of the positions of moving objects. while [25] indexes the current and anticipated
future positions of the moving objects. In [15], trajecrories are mapped to points in a higher-dimensional
space which are then indexed. In [25], objects are indexed in their native environment wilh the index
structure being parameterized with velocity vectors so thatlhe index can be viewed at future times. This is
achieved by assuming that an object will remain at the same speed and in the same direction until an
update is received from the object.

Uncertainty in the positions of the objects is dealt with by controlling the update frequency [20][34],
where objects report their positions and velociry vectors when their actual positions deviate from what
they have previously reported by some threshold. Tayeb et. al. [29] use quadtrees [26] to index the
trajectories of one-dimensional moving points. Kollios

[15] er. al. map moving objects and their

velocities into points and store the points in a kD-tree. Pfoser et. al [21][22] index the past trajectories of
moving objects that are presented as connected line segments. The problem of answering a range query
for a collection of moving objects is addressed in [3] through the use of indexing schemes using external
range trees. l33j and [35] consider the management of collections of moving points in the plane by
describing the current and expet:ted positions of each point in the future. They address how often to
update the locations of the points to balance the costs of updates against imprecision in the point
positions. Issues relating to location dependent database querying arc addressed in [27]. Broadcast of
data becomes an important technique for scalable communication in the mobile environment. Efficient
broadcast techniques are proposed in [1][2][1O]LIIJ(12][13][36]. Spalio-temporal database models to
support moving objects, spatia-temporal types and supporting operations have been developed in [8][9].

3

Continuous Query Evaluation with CELL-Index

In this section we discuss the evaluation of continuous queries using the CELL-Index. The
problem is as follows:

Give1l a sef oj queries and a set oj moving objecfs, contilluously evaluate tlle set oj objects that
falllVitllin each query (query-to-poillt mapping), and The set of queries comaillillg each point
(poillt-to-query mapping).
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OUf interest is only in producing these mappings. we are not concerned with the details of the use
of these mappings. We assume thal the evaluation proceeds as follows:

while(true)
{

while (period of time T)
{

produce mappings
consume mappings
make minor adjustments to index (e.g. navigation queries)
)

make major adjustments to index (add/remove many queries)
)

The mappings are generated continuously in each iteration of the inner while loop. The loop is executed
for a period of time (T). In each iteration, the mappings are generated and consumed, followed by
adjustments to the CELL-Index to reflect the changes in queries that evolve rapidly, for example lhe
navigalion queries. The mappings are computed using an array containing the latest positions of the
objects and the CELL-Index on the queries. Once every T seconds. changes to the set of queries are made,
for example the addition or removal of queries. The CELL-Index is used to evaluate the two mappings.
The CELL-Index is a data structure maintained in memory. It consists of a two-dimensional array of
"cells". Each cell represents a region of space generated by partitioning the domain using a unifonn grid.
Figure 3-1 shows an example of a CELL-Index. The domain corresponding to the unit square, [0,1] x
[0. I] is divided into a lOxlO grid of 100 cells, each of size 0.1 x 0.1. Since we have uniform griding,
given the coordinates of an object, it is easy to calculate the cell that it falls under. The cell coordinates
for a point z (x, y) are easily computed as:
cell_x
cell-y

=
=

(int)

x

/

hX;

(intl y / hY;

where x and y are coordinates of the point we are interesled in, hx and hY are the horizontal and vertical
size of each cell (e.g. in our example hx=hY=O.I). Applying the fonnula above we can determine the cell
that a point belongs to in 0(1) time. Each cell contains two lists that are identified asfllll and part (see
Figure 3-1). Both lists arc implemented as linked lists wilh each entry containing a pointer to a query and
a next pointer. The fidllist of a cell contains pointers to all the queries that fully cover the cell. The pan
list of each cell contains pointers La all the queries thal only partially cover the cell.
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Figure 3-1 Example of CELL-Index

The CELL-Index is constructed by adding queries

[0

it one by one. The addition of a query involves: (i)

identifying the cells that the query covers; (ii) idenlirying the appropriate lists to which the query must be
added for each covered cell; and (iii) adding the query to these lists. For example, query QI in Figure 3-1

covers cells [1, 2, 3, 4, 5] x [I, 2, 3, 4, 5]. In cells [1, 2, 3, 4, 5] x [1], [1] x [2, 3, 4, 5], and [5] X [2, 3, 4,
5] pointers to query Ql are added lo the parI lists. For the remaining cells (Le. cells [2, 3, 4] x [2, 3. 4, 5])

pointers to query Ql are added to theflllliists.

In order to find the point-to-query mapping for a given point P we proceed as follows. First we will
identify the cell C to which P belongs. We know that C./Ill/list contains all the queries that fully cover C.
thus P is relevant to each and every query in this list. Lisl C.parr contains queries that partially cover C
and P mayor may not be relevant to each of these queries. Each query in this list is checked against P.
Each query that covers P is added to the point-to-query mapping for P. For a set (array) of points for
which the complete point-la-query mapping is needed. the following step is applied to each point in turn:

for (each point P in array)
[
}
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That is for each point the result is given in two lists. These lists contain all the queries the point
is contained in. List flllCQlistJor_P is the same list as C.fitll, where C is the cell to which P
belongs. List parcQ_listJor_P is constructed from c.part list as described above. It should be
noted that it is not necessary to duplicate the list C.full. The pointer !ulCQlistJor_P can simply
to point to C.lull. Thus part of the answer is pre-computed and constructing julCQlistJor_P
takes 0(1) time. If it is desired that a single list be returned, a wrapper 'set' class can easily be
constructed. This class would encapsulate the lists and handle each appropriately and support
operations such as enumeration, duplication and destruction. In order to compute both mappings
(point-to-query & query-to-point), the following algorithm is applied:

for (each point P in array)
{

for (each query Q in full_Qlist_for_Pl
point_list_for_Q.addPoint{Plj
for (each query Q in part_Qlist_for_p)
point_list_for_Q.addPoint(P) ;
)

At the end of this process, the list poillUistJor_Q will contain all the points contained in query Q.

4

Improving Cache Hit Rate: Z-Sort Optimization

The algorithms presented above for computing the mappings iterate through the array of points. For each
point, the full and parI lists of its cell are accessed. The algorithm simply processes points in sequential
order in the array. Consider the example shown in Figure 4-1. The order in which the points appear in
the array is shown on the left of the figure in the "Unsorted Point Array". In this example the lists pointed
to by Cell (0,0) will be accessed for processing point p} and then later for processing point Pn•

However if wc re-order points in the array such that points that are close together in our 20 domain are
also close together in the point array as the army on the right labeled "Z-Sorted Point Array" shown in
Figure 4-1. With this ordering, point p} will be analyzed tirst and therefore Cell(O, 0) and its lists will be
processed. Then palm Pn will be analyzed and Cell(O, 0) and ils lists will be processed again! In this
situation everything relevant to Cell(O, 0) is likely

[Q

rcmain in the CPU cache after the first processing

and will be reused from the eache during the second processing. The speed up effect is achieved also
because points that are close together are more likely to be covered by the same queries than points that
are far apart, thus queries are more likely to be retrieved from the cache rather than from main memory.
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Figure 4-1 Example of sorted and un-sorted Object Arrays

Sorting the points to ensure that points that are closc to each other are also close in the array order can
easily be achieved using any of the well-known space filling curves such as z·order or Hilbert curve. We
choose to use a sorting based on the z-order. The z·order is a recursive graph that can be used to order
regions to an arbitrary degree of resolution.

The ordering is defined recursively. First we divide the domain into four equal parts and name lhese parts
"1", "2", "3", and "4" as depictcd on Figure 4-2. Next we re-order points in the aTTay such that all points
which belong to part 2 are placed after aU point from part 1. Also all points from part 3 are placed after all
points from part 2 and all points from parl4 are placed after all points from part 3. This process is applied
recursively to part 1, part 2, part 3 and part 4. The bottom of the rccursion is reached when there is one or
no points left in currently processcd part. If two points in the array are very close, this could lead to deep
recursion. To avoid this, we apply an additional condition: if the size of currently processed pan is less
some value do nOl divide any further. Figure 4-3 illustrated the z-ordering for a sample set of

points.
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Reordering the points using a space-filling curve significantly improves the performance of the
main memory algorithm, as will be seen in Section 6. Although the advantage of having a sorted
array are clear, there is a price to be paid for performing the sorting. If we have to sort the array
each time before generating the mapping the cost of sorting could potentially negate the gains.
However, there for the case of moving objects, it is not necessary to sort the array each time.
This is because objects do not travel very large distances in a very short period of lime. Objects
are likely to remain close to their current locations at least for a short period of time. For the case
of humans, lhis is even more likely (e.g. staying at home during the night and in an office during
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the day). Thus the sorting will remain more or less correct for large durations of time. The cost of
sorting can therefore be amonized over several computations of mappings.

5 Navigation queries
The periodic addition or deletion of queries can easily be handled using the CELL-Index as discussed
earlier. Using CELL-Index structure we are also able 10 handle navigation queries very effectively. A
navigation query is a moving query that follows a certain path. The simplest implementation of a
navigation query is to remove the query from index, adjust its coordinates, and add this query to the index

again. The following is a part of our C++ cooe responsible for the simple movement:
index->removeQuery(q)i
q->x += stepX;
q->y += stepY;
index->addQuery(q}i
As will be seen from the experimental results, this method is preferable when the query is moving fast.
For queries that are not moving very fast we propose Iwo alternative techniques for handling navigation
queries: OPT-! and OPT-2.
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Figure 5-1 Example of Query Navigation
The fIrst optimization, OPT-I, is as follows. A cell can be in three states regarding query Q: it can be
fully covered by Q. it can be paniaJly covered by Q, or there is no overlap with Q. Please refer to Figure
5-1. It is easy to see that if the coordinates of the two diagonal corner points A and B of the new query
location remain within the same cells boundaries as the original query and the Slates of these two cells
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regarding Q do not change, then no modification to the CELL-Index is necessary. In other words, if
neither of the two comers crosses a ceIl boundary (note thaI being on a cell boundary is equivalent to
crossing it) then no update to the CELL-Index lists is necessary. Such a query can be moved simply by
adjusling its coordinates.

The second optimization, OPT-2, is as follows: If a query move does not satisfy the conditions for OPT1, it is necessary to update the CELL-Index. The second optimization tries to minimize this update. If the

query is large so that it covers many cells and it moves slowly there will be a region of cells R containing
query Q such that the state of the cells won't change after the move, see Figure 5-2. No processing is
necessary for the cells in that region. OPT-2 identifies this region, removes Q from lists of the cells that
contain Q except for the cells in R, updates Q coordinates, adds Q to the proper lists of appropriate cells
ex.cept for the cells in R.
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Figure 5-2 Example of OPT-2 Update
The continuous addition and deletion of navigation queries from lists can be an expensive operation if
there are long lists (e.g. if there is a region wiLh many queries). This Lurns out not

[Q

be a problem since

emries to the lists are added at the beginning. When a query is added to a list it becomes its tirst element
and thus can be removed in 0(1) time. If in the system there are many continuous queries and several
navigation queries, then navigation queries will be at the beginning of lists of the cells in the CELLIndex. Thus it requires the same amount of time to remove the navigation queries from the index
regardless of the number of continuous queries already in the index. Since adding a query

[Q

a list is

always 0(1), we have the following importunt property: performallce results for navigalioll queries are
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illdepelldenr of any characteristics of the conrillltol/s queries and points. As will be seen in Section 6,
perfonnance results are quite impressive for all three methods. The algorithm employing both
optimizations is the most effective technique among the three. Please refer to the next Section for the
results.

6

Experiments

In this section we present the performance results for our proposed techniques. The results report the
actual times for the execution of the various algorithms. First we describe the parameters of the
experiments, followed by the results and discussion.

6.1

Experiment setup

The results are based upon an actual implementation of the proposed algorithms. In all our
experiments we used Pentium III, IGHz machine with 2GB of memory running Red Hat Linux 7.1. The
machines has 32KB of Levell Cache (16K for instructions and 16K for data) and 256KB Level 2
Advanced Transfer Cache. Even though 2MB of main memory waS available, me amount of memory
required for the data structures was much smaller. In the worst case 391MB was used. Of course, the
amount of memory required to hold the resulting mappings varies with the relative placement of objects
and queries and is not included in the 391MB - this requirement is the same for any solution to this
problem. The code was wriuen in C++ and compiles on UNIX or Windows machines. We used the
following commands to compile our code:
gee -04 -Wall -c *.cpp

The clarity of our C++ code was of much greater importance to us than the speed of the program, so that
sometimes we introduced unnecessary indirections. We feel that the results can be further improved by
careful re-writing of the code in C.

Moving objects werc represented as points distributed on [0, 1] x [0, 1] domain. The number of points
ranges from 10,000 to 1,000,000. Range-queries were represented as squares with sides ranging from
0.00001 to 0.05, with a size of 0.01 for majority of the experiments. For distributions of points and

queries we considered two major cases: a) points and queries distributed unifonnly on [0, I] x lO, 1]", and
b) skewed (or clustered) distribution. In the second case we considered datasets with five clusters. The
points and queries are evenly distributed among the clusters. Point and queries are distributed normally
with a standard deviation of 0.05. In the majority of our experiments CELL-Index was chosen to consist
of a grid with 1000xlOOO cells.
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The testing proceeds is ilS follows. First queries and points are generated ilnd plll into arrays. The
algorithms make no assumptions about the speed of objects and have the important property that the
algorirhm is applicable to objects moving with arbirrary velocities and on arbitrary paths.

Next, if needed, the Z-Son procedure applied to the objects andlor queries. Then the CELL-Index IS
initialized and the queries are added to it. Following these steps the different algorithms are executed
depending on the experiment. The time needed to compute full point-to-query (or both) mapping(s)
(processing time) is measured.

6.2

Impact of the number of points and queries on processing time.
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Figure 6·] Scalability with number ofobjccls.

First we study the scalability of the technique as the number of moving objects increases. In Figure 6-1
the processing lime in seconds needed to compute the mapping(s) for different numbers of objects
(points) is shown. Four experiments with lOOK, 2S0K, SOaK, and 1M points respectively are reponed.
The number of queries was fixed at 2SK. For each setting, four bars representing the following four cases
are shown:
1.

I-mapping for uniform data.

2.

2-mappings for unifonn data.

3.

I-mapping for skewed data.

4.

2-mappings for skewed data.
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The tim thing that should be noted is that the algorithm is very fast - it can compute I-mapping for
unifonn data with 1M objects and 25K queries in just 1.394 secs. The second property that should be
noted is that the processing time for all four cases roughly doubles as the number of points doubles. The
processing time scales nearly linearly as a function of the number of points.

The time required for computing 2 mappings is, as expected, more than the time required for computing a
single mapping. The time for computing mappings for skewed data is greater than that for unifonn data.
This is largely due to the fact that this is a very pessimistically chosen set of queries and data. Due to the
clustering of queries, the average length of the queue lists (not including the empty lists) is expected to be
large. This is because cells that cover the clusters will have lots of queries covering them. At the same
time, most of the objects (since they are also distributed using the same clusters) will also map to these
cells with large queues. Hence the time required for processing most points will require traversals of long
lists of panially covering queries.
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Figure 6·2 Scalability with number or Queries

Next we study the scalability with number of queries. In Figure 6-2 the results for various numbers of
queries are presented. The graph shows the processing time in seconds needed to compute the mapping(s)
where the number of queries change, taking values 10K. 25K, SDK, and lOOK while the number of points
is fixed at 250K. It can be seen that the algorithm scales linearly with the number of queries - the
processing time for all four cases roughly doubles as the number of queries doubles. As with the earlier
experiment. the algorithm is very effective in computing the mappings for both unifonn and skewed data.

We now study the behavior of the algorithms as both objects and queries arc varied. In Figure

6~3

the

results with the number of queries fixed to be 10% of the number of points is shown. As seen in the
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Figure, the processing lime needed for all the four cases increases roughly four times as the numbers of
points and queries are doubled simultaneously. The increase is once again roughly linear. The fourth bar
representing 2-rnappings for skewed dala for 1M points and lOOK queries is absem because the two
mappings required too much memory space to store, NOle thm if indeed an application needs this data, i[
can be streamed to disk or should, if possible, be consumed concurrently to avoid running out of memory_
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Figure 6-3 Scalabilily with numbers of objects and queries.
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In this experiment we study the impact of the number of cells in the CELL-Index. Figure 6-4 presents the
processing time needed with CELL-Index sizes lOOxIOO, lOOOXIOOO. and 2000x2000 cells. There is a
substantial increase in performance as we move from lOOxlOO cells to lOOOxlOOO cells. The increase is
minor when we move from lOOOxlOOO to 2000xlOOO cells for our case of 250K points and 25K. For a
bigger data set (e.g. 1M I lOOK) this increase will also be noticeable. Increasing the number of cells has
the effect of reducing the average number of queries for a cell thereby reducing the time required for
generaling the mapping for each given object. Increasing the number of cells is beneficial for computing
the mapping, however, it impacts changes to queries negatively. The next experiment presents the tradeoff between processing time and time needed to add/remove queries from index depending on the CELLIndex size.
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Figure 6-5 Time

(0

add queries for various numbers of cells.

Figure 6-5 presents the time required to add all 25K queries to the index for different numbers of cells:
lOOxlOO, lOOOxlOOO. and 2000x2000 cells. It can be seen that the time needed to add the same 25K
queries increases four times when we go from lOOOxlOOO cells to 2000x2000 cells. This can be explained
by [he facl that the same query now covers four times more cells. Thus time to add queries scales linearly
as a function of the number of cells. Notice that these times are for adding 25,000 queries - which is not
expected to happen often for most environments. Therefore, a finer grid is preferable to improve the time
for computing the mapping. The size of the grid that should be used is therefore limited by the amount of
memory available. A finer grid implies more pointers. Thus the choice of grid size should be made based,
number of queries, and available memory size. The number of objects is not an issue in this choice. The
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available memory size if affected by the amount of memory that is needed to hold the resulting mappings.
If the results are streamed to disk or consumed concurrently, then the amount available can be larger-

this depends upon the application for which the mappings are produced.

An interesting property to note is that in this case time to add skewed query is less then time to add
uniform query, while they should be the same. This has to do wilh the placement of queries in the query
array - lhe way queries are generated. We place one cluster after another in query array for skewed data.
That is why in case of skewed distribution queries that are close to each other in domain tend to be closer
to each other in query array than in unifonn case. Thus queries that are close to each Olher are processed
closed to each other in time. More on this in Z-Sort result section.

6.4

Impact of query size on processing time
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Figure 6-6 Impact of qucry size on processing time.

Figure 6-6 illustrates the processing time needed when query side size take values of 0.0001. 0.001, 0.01,
and 0.05 for lOOK points and 10K queries. These values demonstrate cases when a query is smaller then a
cell (0.0001), equal in size to a cell (0.001) and bigger then a cell (0.01 and 0.05). The difference between
0.0001 and 0.001 cases is minor because the processing procedure needs to execute approximately the
same amount of code needed to determine which side must be added to which list etc. For both cases none
of the queries will fully cover any cell. As the size of the queries gets larger the time required to compute
the mapping increases. This is expected because for larger query coverage, more cells will be covered by
each query, resulting in longer query lists.
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6.5

Time to add/remove queries tolfrom CELL-Index

We now study the efficiency of modifying queries. The results shown in Figure 6-7 show how long it

takes to add and remove queries to/from an existing index that already contains some queries. Although
modifications

[0

queries are expected to be rare, we see that adding or removing queries is done very

efficiently with the CELL-Index. For example, the 100% bar shows that 100 % of 25K queries can be

added or deleted in only 2.408 seconds. The decision whether to add or delete a query at a particular step
is made with probability of Ih: for each query. Therefore we see that even significant changes to the query
set can be effectively handled by the

CELL~Index

approach.
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Figure 6·7 Adding and deleting queries.
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Figure 6-8 Effectiveness of Z-Sorting.
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Figure 6-8 illustrates effect of Z·Sort technique on processing time. Z-Sorting reorders (he data such that
objects that are close together, tend to be processed close together. When processing each object in the
array from the beginning to the end, objects that close to each other will tend to reuse information stored
in the cache rather then retrieving it from main-memory. This graph shows the processing time needed for

500K points and SOK queries when no data is sorted, only queries are sorted, only points are sorted, and
both query and points are sorted. From the results, we see that sorting points decreased the processing
time by roughly 50%, whereas sorting the queries had only a limited effect. Sorting the queries is
beneficial for the loading of queries into the index, but does not significantly affect the computing of the
mapping. For larger dara set (e.g. 1M I lOOK) the coefficient of improvement when sorting points was
found to be around 3.

tmpact of sorting on time needed to Initialize CELL-Index wilh
queries. Senlngs: , 01 poInts 500K, # of queries SOK, query size
0.01 x 0.01, CELL-Index size 1000 x 1000 cells.
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,
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Figure 6-9 Impact of sorting queries on CELL-Index creation.

Figure 6-9 demonstrates the effect of sorting on time needed to initialize the index with all its queries.
That is whaltime it takes to add all queries

(0

the index. As can be seen sorting of queries has significant

impact. It also can be seen that the time for skewed distributions is less than the time for uniform even for
sorted array of queries. This can be explained by the fact that in the skewed case queries are closer to each
other in the array than in the unifonn case and are thereby more likely to benefit from cache hils.
Computing the sorting is also very fast: in the worst case of WOOK skewed objects, the sorting took 4.4
secs; for lOOK skewed queries, the sorting [Ook 0.55 seconds.
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6.7

Navigation

In the experiments devoted to navigation queries we evaluate the time needed for a navigational query to

make 90 steps on the line from a point close to [he origin having lhe step in vertical direction stepY
always be equal

[0

slepXl2, while stepX is fixed and for different cases takes values of 0.00001,0.0001,

0.001, and 0.01. The direction of the move'ment is demonstrated in Figure 6-10. FOT fairness of
comparision the same movement of the query is chosen for all the experiments. The actual path
of the query is less important for perfonnance than the rate at which the query crosses cell
boundaries. Hence the size of the query and the speed of travel are more important parameters
than the actual location and path of the query.

o

~=::-------,--

x

y

Figure 6-10 Movement of Navigation query
We measured the time needed to compleLe 100 runs. Each run includes adding a query to the index,
performing 90 steps using simple or smart algorithm, and removing the query from the index. Each of the
graphs in Figure 6-11, Figure 6-12, and Figure 6-13 demonstrates the time required by the two
approaches for different stepX values while query size is fixed per graph. For Figure 6-11 the query size
is fixed at 0.01 x 0.01, which demonstrates a case when each query is bigger than a cell size. In Figure
6-12 the query size is 0.001 x 0.001 and is equal

[0

the cell size. In Figure 6-13 each query size is fixed

at 0.0001 x 0.0001 and is smaller than a cell size. The simple algorithm simply removes the query from its
old location and adds it at its new location. The smarr-l algorithm applies optimization OPT-I, and the
smarl-2 algorithm applies both OPT-I and OPT-2 optimizations described in Section 5.

As can be seen from the three figures, the optimizations give better performance in all cases except when
the query specd is so high that the query moves a distance greater then its own size in each step. We do
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not mention how many points and how many queries were used in the experiments. The number of poims
is obviously irrelevant here_ But it is interesting that the number of queries is irrelevant too. This happens
because adding a query will place it at the beginnings of the cell lists. Thus removing it is an 0(1)
operation since the first element checked in the list will be our query and the algorithm need nO[ proceed
further. An important propeny of our algoritlml is tltattlte performance ofnavigalioll queries does not
depend 011 any characteristics ofthe points or the qllen-es_
TIme 10 move query. CELL-Index size = 1000x1000cells, I 01
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Time to move query. CELL-lndeJ: size = 1000.1000 cells, I 01
moves 90,' OrruRa = 100, alepY = slepX12
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Figure 6-13 Navigation Queries with Side 0.0001

7 Summary
We addressed the general problem of evaluating cominuous range queries over moving objects in main
memory. The techniques developed can be used as a basis for solving a number of problems that arise in
location-aware computing as well as for some streaming data environments. Due to the need for near realtime responses and the continuous changes in the location of the objects this problem is ideally suited for
main memory evaluation (keeping a disk-based index updated as objects move is very expensive). To the
best of
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knowledge, this is the first study to investigate a main memory solution for evaluating

comi nuous queries.
We presented a new main memory index structure called the CELL-Index that is highly effective in
computing the mappings of objects to queries and queries to objects. To funher improve perfonnance we
introduced the Z-sort optimization that results in better cache hit rates - an important performance factor
for main memory computing. Although we expect that the set of continuous queries does not change
rapidly, our experimental results show that the approach is able to handle large changes in the query sct
very efficiently.

Moreover, for navigation queries that continuously change their query regions, we

developed optimizations that enable quick update limes in the index.
Based on our extensive experimental results, we demonstrated the very fast execution times of our
proposed approach even for large numbers of queries and moving objects. The algorithms scale almost
linearly with the numbers of moving objects and queries. An important characteristic of the technique is
that it imposes no constraints on the movement of objects. Similarly, no restrictions are made on the
movement of navigation queries. The techniques presented solve an underlying problem of computing
mappings with no assumptions about the movement of objects or queries, enabling them to be useful for
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several applications. It is interesting to nole that the number or distribution of continuous queries or
moving objects does not affect the perfonnance of navigalion queries. The Z-Sort optimization was seen
to improve the perfonnance of compU[ing the mappings by as much as factors of 2 or 3, and to reduce the
time required to add queries by as much as a factor of 2.
Overall we conclude that the proposed CELL-Index, Z-Sort, and other optimizations are highly effective
means for computing continuous range queries over moving objects. We are currently evaluating the
performance of our techniques for other applications such as continuous spatial joins (e.g. the E-join).
Details of the results will be reponed in the final version.
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